Abstract. Given a numerical semigroup S and a positive integer d, the fraction S d = {x ∈ N | dx ∈ S} is again a numerical semigroup. In this paper we determine a generating set for 
Introduction
A numerical semigroup is an additive submonoid of N with finite complement in it. Numerical semigroups have been widely studied in the recent decades, because of their applications in algebraic geometry, number theory and coding theory. In 2006 Rosales and Urbano-Blanco introduced the following construction: given a numerical semigroup S and a positive integer d, the set
is again a numerical semigroup, called fraction or quotient of S by d (cf. [10] ). The behavior of particular classes of semigroups with respect to this operation has been investigated, yielding surprising results: for instance, while every semigroup is a half of infinitely many symmetric numerical semigroup (cf. [9] ), only irreducible semigroups are halves of pseudo symemtric numerical semigroups (cf. [8] ); these results have been generalized by Swanson (cf. [11] ). Moreover, while Arf and saturated numerical semigroups are stable under taking fractions, semigroups of maximal embedding dimension are not (cf. [3] ). The construction appears in relation to problems in various areas of mathematics, including the study of graded free resolutions (cf. [4] , [5] ), Diophantine inequalities (cf. [6] , [10] ), C * -algebras (cf. [12] ) and algebroid branches (cf. [2] ).
Despite its ubiquity, the construction is not well understood. In particular, it is an open problem to relate the invariants of
to those of S (cf. [1] ). The aim of this paper is to study the generators of . In Proposition 2.1 we determine a (non-minimal) generating set of
S d
in terms of the minimal generators of S. To this purpose we introduce a new combinatorial object, d-partitions, which plays the role of the partition of an integer in the context of modular arithmetic; this object may be of interest on its own (cf. Question 1.7). The main consequences of our result are two sharp upper bounds for the embedding dimension of S d , one depending on a partition of the minimal generating set of S and the other depending only on the embedding dimension of S. Finally we apply our results to proportionally modular Diophantine inequalities and to give an alternative proof of the main result of [9] .
Preliminaries and d-partitions
Let N be the set of non-negative integers. A numerical semigroup is a submonoid S of (N, +) such that N \ S is finite. Each numerical semigroup admits a unique minimal set of generators G = {g 1 < g 2 < . . . < g k }, and the cardinality of this set of generators is called the embedding dimension and denoted with ν(S). Given a numerical semigroup S and
is the numerical semigroup
Now we introduce a new notion, whose scope is to provide a set of "smallest" sequences of integers whose sum is a multiple of a given integer d. [m] n = min{i ∈ N | i ≡ m (mod n)} We use this notation to see that the length of a d-partition is bounded above by d:
Proof. Consider the sequence Σ = (Σ 1 , . . . , Σ m ) where
We next show that every sequence of integers satisfying the first two conditions can be decomposed in d-partitions.
Then this sequence is the union of elements of P(d).
Proof. If there is no subsequence of λ = (λ 1 , . . . , λ m ) whose sum equals 0 modulo d then (λ 1 , . . . , λ m ) ∈ P(d), thus the thesis holds.
If there exist such a subsequence (λ i 1 , . . . , λ i k ) then the sequence λ can be splitted into the two subsequences (λ i 1 , . . . , λ i k ) and λ \ (λ i 1 , . . . , λ i k ). The two sequences obtained are shorter than the original one, therefore considering those sequences the thesis follow by infinite descent.
+ and let (a 1 , . . . , a m ) be a sequence of integers such that
Then the sequence
The last definition we need is the following:
We notice that d-partitions are in a sense the analogue of the well-studied partition of an integer; however this notion seems to be new in literature. While in this paper we are only interested in their applications to numerical semigroups, d-partitions might be an interesting tool in additive combinatorics. Therefore we conclude the section with the following motivating question. 
Main results
Let S be a numerical semigroup, d ∈ Z + and let G = {g 1 , . . . , g ν(S) } be the set of its minimal generators. For i = 0, . . . , d − 1 denote with G i the set
Actually we are going to prove that all the generators of 
Then the set
is a generating system of
. Then dx ∈ S, or equivalently
Since x ∈ N we have
and then by Corollary 1. , and the proof is concluded.
Remark 2.2. The statement of Proposition 2.1 actually holds even if G is not the minimal system of generators of S. The only thing used in the proof is that G is a generating system of S, regardless of its minimality: it's trivial to see that if we consider a non-minimal generating system G we will obtain a larger generating set Γ S d
. However, to keep a lighter notation, we don't specify the generating system in Γ
S d
as in the following parts we will mostly use the minimal generating system for S.
and the claim follows. 
Proof. From the definition of Γ λ
it follows that every element of this set is associated to a combination of elements of the sets G i , taking ϕ λ (i) from each of them. The number of such combinations is the product of the number of combinations (with repetitions) of ϕ λ (i) objects of G i . The inequality is then a direct consequence of the formula for the number of combinations with repetitions. Theorem 2.6. Let S be a numerical semigroup, and d ∈ Z + . Then
and this bound is sharp.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the definition of Γ S d
and Lemma 2.5 we obtain
that proves the bound. Consider now, for d ∈ Z + , the numerical semigroup (1, 1, . . . , 1) equal to zero, thus obtaining
, and the bound is sharp.
The bound given in Theorem 2.6 is quite involved, as it depends on the partition G i and the functions ϕ λ . However we can derive a sharp bound for ν . Define the set
is associated to at least one element of X , thus Γ
S d
≤ |X |. Consider now the function σ : X → C defined by σ ((g γ 1 , . . . , g γm )) = (g γ 1 , . . . , g γm , g 1 , . . . , g 1 )
Note that this function is well defined by Proposition 1.3. Moreover, if there exist (g γ 1 , . . . , g γm ) and (g γ 1 , . . . , g γ k ) such that σ ((g γ 1 , . . . , g γm )) = σ ((g γ 1 , . . . , g γ k ) ) then we must have that one of the two sequences is contained in the other one, thus leading to a contradiction. Then σ is injective, and |X | ≤ |C|. Finally, from Proposition 2.1 we obtain
For the sharpness of this bound, consider the following family of sets
and the family of numerical semigroups S n,d := G n,d . Since
G n,d is the minimal generating system of S n,d and ν(S n,d ) = |G n,d | = n. Since all elements of
we only have to consider the d-partition
it's immediate to see that different choices of generators always give different elements, and therefore
We only need to show that Γ
is the minimal system of generators of Remark that the semigroups S n,d used in Theorem 2.7 actually satisfy both equalities of Theorem 2.6 and 2.7.
Applications
We conclude the paper by showing that Proposition 2.1 can be used to give alternative proofs of some known in literature. The first application regards proportionally modular semigroups (cf. [10] ). Notice that Proposition 2.1 is particularly helpful if the semigroup we consider has "small" embedding dimension. In fact, the d-partitions that are actually involved with elements of Γ Corollary 19] ). Let n 1 and n 2 be positive integers such that n 1 , n 2 and 3 are pairwise relatively prime, and let S = n 1 , n 2 . Then:
Proof. First of all we know that P(3) = {(0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 2, 2)}. We construct Γ S 3 in both cases, and the thesis will follow from Proposition 2.1:
(1) If n 1 + n 2 ≡ 0 (mod 3) then we can suppose without loss of generality that n 1 ≡ 2 (mod 3) and n 2 ≡ 1 (mod 3). Therefore Γ S 3 = n 1 + n 1 + n 1 3 , n 2 + n 2 + n 2 3 , n 1 + n 2 3 = n 1 , n 2 , n 1 + n 2 3 .
(2) If n 1 + 2n 2 ≡ 0 (mod 3) then n 1 ≡ n 2 (mod 3). Suppose that n 1 ≡ 1 (mod 3). Hence G 1 = {n 1 , n 2 }, and the only 3-partition we have to considerate is (1, 1, 1) . Then Γ S 3 = n 1 + n 1 + n 1 3 , n 2 + n 2 + n 2 3 , n 1 + n 1 + n 2 3 , n 1 + n 2 + n 2 3 that is our claim. The case n 1 ≡ 2 (mod 3) is identical.
The second application is related to symmetric numerical semigroups. Since a numerical semigroup has finite complement in N we define the Frobenius number of S as the greatest element in N \ S, denoted as F (S). We say that a numerical semigroup is symmetric if for every z ∈ Z we have either z ∈ S or F (S) − z ∈ S.
Proposition 3.2 ([7]). Let S be a numerical semigroup such that F (S) is odd. Then the set
is a symmetric numerical semigroup such that F (S) = F (T ).
We will use this result to give an alternative proof of the following: .
